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The ‘Litmus Learning’ approach
Our focus — enhancing understanding of insurer/reinsurer financial analysis, the insurance
markets and capital markets.
Our aim—to make our courses memorable, using strong analogies/anecdotes to help the
message stick.
Our approach — we avoid the theoretical, preferring a practical approach; concentrating
on the elements that really matter.
Typical content — technical subjects that are increasingly important to experienced practitioners but not part of their background/‘day job’; also providing an excellent grounding
for industry ‘joiners’/service providers seeking a better understanding of technical aspects.
Whether you are a re/insurance market practitioner or service provider looking for a better
understanding of analysis, ratings and the capital/financial markets; or a capital markets
practitioner keen to understand the worlds of insurance and reinsurance, our core training
programmes are designed for you.
In addition we invite respected associate trainers to bring their intellectual skills to market,
aiming at hot topics and key areas where there is a gap in current training programmes.
These are high quality events based on deep sector knowledge—all of our training is
delivered by senior members of the Litmus faculty and our associates, with decades of
experience of both the subject matter and of training/coaching non-experts in the subject.
The training environment is informal, collaborative and open to all levels of seniority and
prior knowledge. Course attendees have ranged from CEO’s and FD’s to technicians,
executive assistants and new starters.
Our core programme for 2014 will include the following –
Understanding and analysing non-life re/insurer financials and key ratios
Understanding the mathematics of reinsurance (for non-mathematicians)
How to understand and use ratings effectively and appropriately
Essentials of the new S&P insurance ratings criteria
Understanding the global re/insurance markets
This brochure gives some example slides and feedback on courses held in 2013.
Our average score for training totals over 4.5 out of 5 from over 200 attendees to date.
We hold open-enrolment sessions and all of our courses are available as in-house or client
events according to your needs.
Details of upcoming courses will be announced and updated regularly on our blog
www.litmusanalysisblog.wordpress.com and you can subscribe to our alerts by emailing
papers@litmusanalysis.com.
Find out more about Litmus at www.litmusanalysis.com
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Understanding non-life re/insurer financials and key ratio analysis
Our most popular course to date; designed for people not routinely involved in the expert analysis/financial
reporting of insurers or reinsurers. Our approach is to teach an ‘analytical’ (rather than an ‘accounting’) approach
to the subject, helping attendees understand what the numbers really mean, how commonly used ratios and
metrics are calculated and why they are used. We also provide an introduction to closely related topics such as
‘capital models’, core components of Solvency 2 and an ‘analytical jargon buster’. Participants gain a fundamental
insight into how the financial health of a re/insurer and its performance are evaluated.
Instead of the dry, descriptive approach to explaining accounts often used we use analogies where possible to
increase the likelihood that the message will be retained. For example the three slides included here show how the
basic structure of a re/insurer’s balance sheet can be compared to an individual owning a house with a mortgage.

“The group exercise kept the brain ticking
and the tutors not only knew what they
were talking about but delivered in a
great way!”

Understanding non-life insurance markets
Launching in 2014 this new course will give attendees new to insurance/reinsurance and those ’from the outside
looking in’ a grounding in how the markets and participants operate. We examine the market centres around the
world covering the retail, wholesale and reinsurance non-marine and marine markets. We will break through the
jargon used and give a high-level understanding of how it all fits together; the key players, how capital and risk
come together through the value chain, the key metrics and the core underlying data to put it all in context.
Instead of looking at the technical underpinnings of re/insurance (such as the principle of indemnification) this
course focuses on the ‘who, how and why’ of the different components of the global re/insurance markets.
Suitable for lawyers, accountants, IT service providers, actuaries, financial services organisations, capital market
practitioners and new entrants into the insurance and reinsurance industries.
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Understanding the mathematics of reinsurance - a Litmus associate course
This new course has had attendees from many levels and
backgrounds: C-suite brokers, junior underwriters and service
providers including IT companies and lawyers. Suitable for
anybody with GCSE/’O’ level maths and a basic knowledge of
MS Excel. The trainer is an ex-London Market underwriter and
maths graduate and who teaches teenagers in a London
school. Building from basic principles to the statistical tools
seen in the industry such as ‘Pareto curves’ and ‘Poisson
distributions’ we examine how and why they are used.

The course is designed to build a basic understanding of the
output from statisticians, actuaries and their models. This is a
primer—an opening of the eyes that will give you or refresh
some basic skills that will be used frequently.
After just one day you will feel confident in having discussions
with statisticians and actuaries and to make informed
judgments and decisions from the input they present. The
course is designed for reinsurance practitioners and service
providers who rely (directly or indirectly) on the output of
mathematical tools. It is also ideal for younger staff without
quantitative degrees and managers wishing to extend their
own skills.

“The course was very good.
I liked that it started with the simple theory
and ended with the actual examples”

How to understand and use ratings
It is commonly argued that a major driver for the financial
crisis was an over-reliance on ratings. Blind acceptance of
rating agencies’ views in the banking sector proved to be
unhealthy; a similar pattern exists in large parts of the
insurance market. Yet despite becoming a common language
in the insurance and reinsurance sector ratings do not feature
on any of the main training programmes and their use can
often be simplistic.
For rating users and their service providers the course
provides the key background knowledge to ensure ratings
are used effectively from both a credit risk management and
a governance/duty of care perspective. We cover issues such
as the meaning of ratings, the different rating scales used by
the agencies, the importance of rating outlooks and the
performance of ratings.

“One of the best sessions I’ve attended”

For rated organisations the course will provide the core
framework for communication about the rating with market
participants, including at times of stress such as when a
downgrade takes place or a negative outlook is assigned.
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Understanding S&P Criteria
In May 2013 S&P updated the criteria for rating insurers/reinsurers; key aspects of the methodological emphasis,
details and disclosure have changed considerably.
Litmus’ expert team of ex-agency and rating advisory analysts have a profound understanding of the creation and
execution of insurance rating criteria and we are already working with several S&P rated re/insurers on both the
execution and consequences of the new criteria.
This one day course provides a practical and insightful overview to all those needing a thorough understanding of
the new criteria and how it drives S&P’s insurer and reinsurer ratings.

“I would highly recommend anyone to attend a
course run by Peter and Stuart”

The Litmus faculty
Peter Hughes worked for 20 years in the London insurance market before joining S&P in 1998, holding numerous
roles but most recently as VP managing a number of European commercial operations. He speaks regularly on
ratings and insurance. Peter is the Managing Partner at Litmus having founded Litmus Analysis in August 2010.
Stuart Shipperlee has worked in insurance ratings and credit analysis for over 25 years, most recently as global
head of S&P’s insurance products. He ran A.M. Best in EMEA for 5 years and was a member of their global Corporate Rating Committee. Stuart is the Analytical Partner at Litmus. He has a BSc in Biochemistry from London University and an MBA from the Cass Business School, London.
Rowena Potter spent more than 20 years as an analyst at S&P, latterly as Managing Director. Prior to joining S&P,
Rowena was an analyst at Insurance Insolvency International, involved in rating insurance companies, and worked
at the ABI. She has a BSc in Statistics from University College London.
Lucy Stupples was an analyst for 8 years at S&P, heavily involved in the training and management of junior
analysts and extensively involved in the annual “Global Reinsurance Highlights” publication for the Monte Carlo
conference. Lucy attended many S&P management meetings with rated insurers as an analyst.
Alison Cheal worked as an analyst at S&P for nearly 12 years, rating insurance companies in the UK including
Lloyd’s syndicates, Europe and the Middle East. She also compiled data and analysis for articles on the UK non-life
and motor insurance markets. Alison has a degree in Mathematics and its applications from Cardiff University.
Dominic Skeet qualified with an honours degree in Maths from Leeds University and worked at S&P for 10 years
before joining Morgan Stanley in 2002 where he was an MD with responsibility for financial services credit and
ratings advisory. Dominic has advised many major banking and insurance groups.
Web: litmusanalysis.com

Enquiries: info@litmusanalysis.com Blog: Litmusanalysisblog
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